Cigar Box Guitar Wall Hanger
Assembly Instructions
Product #9004401

Are you tired of leaning your cigar box guitars on any old surface, hoping they don’t fall over?
Wouldn’t life be less cluttered and more satisfying if you could keep your CBGs off the floor and
displayed on your wall with pride?
Now you have the perfect solution: this kit allows you to assemble your own stylized, 100% wood,
Americanmade, cigar box guitar wall hanger.
As shown in the photo to the
right, this kit includes:
A. The stylized
wallhanger face
B. The back brace
C. Two support arms
D. Two rectangular insert
connectors

Assembly Instructions
Lay the back brace on your work surface with the
round mounting holes above the rectangular holes,
as shown in the photo to the right.
Now insert the rectangular connectors into the holes
in the back brace. They should fit fairly snugly when
inserted correctly, and part of the rectangular
connectors should extend above the surface as
shown.
Press the wall hanger faceplate onto the back brace
by guiding the rectangular connectors into the
rectangular holes in the face.
It is a good idea at this point to use some wood glue
to secure the above pieces (back brace, rectangular
connectors and faceplate) together securely.

Using just enough force to open them
enough to get them over the face plate,
mount the arms onto the face. Be careful
not to bend them too much or they
will break!
The square nubs on the back of the
support arms can be set into any one of
the holes in the faceplate.
The arms can be offset to accommodate
CBG headstocks with offset tuners. At
this point you can apply a finish to your
hanger if desired. Adding some felt,
adhesive cork or other padding to the
inside curve of the arms (which touch the
guitar headstock) can be a nice touch.
Mount the wall hanger onto your
preferred surface.
It’s always best to anchor your wall
hanger into something secure like a wall
stud.
Use sheet rock wall anchors where
necessary to ensure a secure mount.

Now hang your cigar box
guitar with pride!
Please note: this wall hanger is meant
for hanging instruments up to about 5
pounds, with 1.5” wide headstocks. It
may not be able to support heavier
instruments or ones with tapered,
wider headstocks.
Please use discretion when deciding
what to hang on these, and remember
that while strong, there is only so
much that ¼” thick plywood can do.

